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Abstract. A special binary representation/coding of an element in a free partially 

commutative monoid initially introduced in 1980 has been successfully used as a 

basis for the effective/polynomial solution of the following long standing open 

problems: functional equivalence of program schemata with non-degenerate 

operators, equivalence of deterministic multitape finite automata (MFA), 

equivalence of deterministic multidimensional multitape finite automata (MMFA), 

regular expressions for MFA, systems of equations for MFA regular sets. In addition, 

the consideration of the coding leads to an alternative characterization of 

commutation classes in free partially commutative monoids, which, in comparison 

with the already known characterization implying from the projection lemma, brings 

to a better efficiency when checking the equality of traces with lengths longer than 

a certain number or with alphabets containing more than two symbols. Regular 

expressions for languages of MFA and MMFA are also defined based on the 

mentioned coding. A brief overview of relevant AI applications concludes 

considerations. 
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1. Introduction 

In 1959 M. O. Rabin and D. S. Scott introduced deterministic multitape finite automata 

(DMFA) and the problem of equivalence for these automata [1]. 

The proof of solvability for the equivalence problem of deterministic two-tape finite 

automata in 1973 performed by M. Bird [2] was the first step in the direction. In 1991 T. 
Harju and J. Karhumäki proved the solvability of the equivalence problem for DMFA 

without any restriction on the number of tapes [3] via a purely algebraic technique. The 

suggested in [4, 5] algorithmic solution of DMFA equivalence problem is like the 

solution suggested by M. Bird, but instead of a source automata transformation to a 
commutative diagram the algorithm interprets a special multidimensional tape that codes 

execution traces [4, 5, 6] and reflects commutativity assumptions. A special binary 

representation of an element in a free partially commutative monoid [4, 5, 6] is a basis 

of the proof. 
Two main new results are under consideration.  
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First, an alternative characterization for commutation classes of free partially 
commutative monoids, also called Cartier-Foata commutation monoids [7], or trace 

monoids after Mazurkiewicz [8] and his followers in computer science [9, 10, 11]. It is 

based on the above-mentioned special binary representation.  

For the problem of trace equality comparison of complexities is performed for two 
algorithms solving the problem: an algorithm based on the alternative characterization 

and an algorithm based on the characterization implying from the projection lemma [11]. 

The second result is based on the solution of the equivalence problem of 

multidimensional multitape automata [12]. Definition of a regular expression for a 
multidimensional multitape finite automaton via a set of newly introduced macros that 

represent a movement direction of the tape heads for a given multidimensional multitape 

automata brings to a solution of the following problems. The synthesis problem, aka, the 

construction of a multidimensional multitape automaton accepting the language 
described by a given regular expression, and the analysis problem, aka, the construction 

of a regular expression representing the same language as a given multidimensional 

multitape automata, are solvable for the defined regular expressions. 

A brief overview of relevant AI applications for the built analytic representation 
which is also new concludes considerations. 

2. Preliminaries 

Recall some definitions from [4, 5, 12, 13]. 

Let � be an alphabet. Denote the set of the empty word all words in the alphabet � 

by ��, and the set of all �-element tuples of words by �����. 

Let 	 be a monoid, generated by the set of generators � 
 ��� ��� � � ���. 	 is 

called free partially commutative monoid, if it is defined by a finite set of relations � of 

type ���� 
 ���� [14]. In the future we will use the notation 	 
 �������. 
Denote by �� � � � � the set of pairs of commutative letters and by �� � � � � the 

set of pairs of non-commutative letters.  

Let �� ��  ��!�"����� � 
 ��� be a homomorphism over the set ��, which maps 

words from �� to �-element tuples of binary words. The homomorphism � over the set 

of generators � is defined by the following equation: 

����� 
 �#�� � � #���, where #�� 
 $"� % 
 &'� (��� ��) * +,!� (��� ��) * -, 

At the same time ��'� 
 �'�� � '�. �������  can be defined as a left or as a right concatenation [6]. The left 

concatenation leads to the representation of the elements of a free partially commutative 

monoid by points in �-dimensional Euclidean space, i.e., by integer vectors which is 

presented below in Lemma 3. This representation was used essentially during 

consideration of the mentioned above algorithmic solution for equivalence problem of 

deterministic multitape finite automata. Due to that, the left concatenation is used further: 

�(����) 
 (#�#�� � � #��#��) 
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Lemma 1. [5] Let ��� ��  be generators of 	 . Then ���� 
 ���� . �(����) 
�������/ 
From Lemma 1, the homomorphism � can be considered as a mapping over the free 

partially commutative monoid 	. 

An equivalence relation 0 over �� is defined in the following way: words 1� 1� *��, then 101� if and only if 1 and 1� are representations of the same element in 	. 

The disjoint classes obtained from the partitioning of ��  by the relation 0 are called, 

classes of commutation. 

 
Lemma 2. [5] Any free partially commutative monoid with �  generators is 

isomorphic to some sub-monoid of Cartesian product of �  free monoids with two 
generators. 

Lemma 2 allows us to consider the binary codes of elements of the monoid 	 , 

instead of the elements themselves. Thus, for any element 2 * 	, its binary code can be 

considered, instead of the commutation class of representations of element 2. The binary 

code is an �-element tuple of binary words, which is called BC (binary coded) canonical 

form and is denoted by 34 . 

We denote the %-th element of the tuple of binary words ��2� by ��2�5%6. 
Let 	 
 7�����8 be a free partially commutative monoid generated by the set � 
��� ��� � � ��� . As �  is a homomorphism, ��	�  itself is a monoid with the set of 

generators ���� and with the identity 9�'��� � �':;<;=� times

�>. It follows from Lemma 2 that any 

element in ��	�  is representable in the form ?�@?�A � ?�B  where ?�C * �����D& 
"�� �E, and this representation is not unique. The equivalence relation 0F��� partitions �����, i.e., the set of all words in ����, into commutation classes. Denote the class 

containing the element G  by 5G6 . Obviously, 5�'�� � '�6 
 ��'�� � '��  and 5?�6 
�?����D?� * ����. The classes of commutation are used to define regular sets and regular 

expressions on a free partially commutative monoid [13] in a similar manner as the 

regular sets and regular expressions for one-tape automata are defined [15]. 
To conclude: regular expressions can be used for description of some patterns in n-

dimensional space. 

3. An Alternative Characterization of Traces 

In trace theory, the commutation classes gotten from the partitioning of �� by the relation 0 are called traces [11]. The quotient monoid is a free partially commutative monoid 

induced by the relation �� , it is called trace monoid and denoted by H��� ���. The 

elements of a trace monoid are traces. Recall the projection lemma for trace monoids. 

 
Lemma 4 (Projection Lemma). [11] For traces I and J of H��� ���, I 
 J if and 

only if KL�LM�I� 
 KL�LM�J� for all ��� �N� * ��, where KO is a canonical homomorphism 
erasing from a trace all the letters not belonging to P. 

For a letter � and word 1, define Q3RL�1� as the occurrence number of � in 1. 

For S T �, define Q3RU�1� V W Q3RL�1�L*X . 
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Define YL�����1�� % Z & as the sub-word of 1 such that the sub-word starts with the % -th occurrence of �  in 1  and ends with & -th occurrence of �  in 1 . If % 
 ! , then YL�����1� is a prefix of 1, and if & [ Q3RL�1�, then YL�����1� is a suffix of 1. 

Let 1 be a word on a partially commutative alphabet � and � * �. Define the vector 

of numbers \L�1� 
 �]^� ]�� � ]_�  such that ]� 
Q3R`�a * �b��� �N� * ��c dYL����e�1�f, where % 
 !� � � ?; ? 
 Q3RL�1�. 
For the letters �� �N * �  such that ��� �N� * ��  define the vector of numbers \L�LM�1� 
 �g^� g �� � g_� such that g� 
 Q3RLM dYL����e�1�f, where ? 
 Q3RL�1� and % 
 !�� � ?. 

It is easy to see that the knowledge of all the vectors \L�LM�1� characterizes the 

commutation class of the word 1. Indeed, one can easily obtain the set of projections hKL�LM i�� �N * �j from the set of functions h\L�LM i�� �N * �j and vice versa. Note, that the 

sets hKL�LMi�� �N * �j and h\L�LM i�� �N * �j are equinumerous. 

The result of Lemma 4 allows us to formulate the following theorem, which states 

that the knowledge of the vectors \L�1� is sufficient to characterize the commutation 

class of the word 1. 

Theorem 1. Let 2  and 2�  be elements of partially commutative monoid 	  with 
generators ��� ���� � ���. 2 
 2� if and only if \Lk�2� 
 \Lk�2��   for all % 
 "�� � �. 

Proof. Let \Lk�2� 
 �]^� ]�� � ]_�. Consider the %-th element of the tuple of binary 

words ��2�, i.e., ��2�5%6. From the definition of the left concatenation operation, it is 

obvious that \���2�5%6� 
 �]_�� � ]� ]^� . In other words, ?  is the number of 

occurences of letter " in the binary word ��2�5%6, and ]^� ]�� � ]_ are the numbers of 

occurences of zeros between each adjacent occurrences of ones in the binary word ��2�5%6  from right to left. The components of \���2�5%6�  amount to !lm"!lmn@"�!l@"!lo , hence, it follows from Lemma 2 that 2 
 2�  if and only if \Lk�2� 
 \Lk�2��   D% 
 "�� � �. 

We consider the complexity of checking whether two given traces are equal. Assume 
that traces are given by any of their representations. The problem transposes to checking 

whether two given words belong to the same trace, hence we consider the words of �� 
as inputs of the algorithm. For �  and �� fixed and a word 1, both the projections KL�LN 
[11] and the vectors \L are computable in linear time. For two words I and J, given their 

characterization projections KL�LN and characterization vectors \L, finding out whether KL�LM�I� 
 KL�LM�J��D��� �N� * ��, as well as checking whether \L�I� 
 \L�J���D� *� are both computable in linear time, too. Meantime, it is worthwhile to consider the 

dependence of the complexity of those algorithms from the size of the alphabet and the 

number of pairs in ��. 

The time complexity analysis is done below both for the worst-case and the average-

case scenarios [16]. Further, in the paper, by writing complexity we will mean time 
complexity. By the average-case scenario analysis, the probabilistic analysis is meant 

[16]. We assume that input words are uniformly distributed, i.e. for a fixed non-negative 

integer p , all input words of length p  can occur with the same probability. This 

assumption allows us to use the term “average” in the analysis instead of the term 

“expected value”. 
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Let the cardinality of the alphabet � be �, i.e., ��� 
 �, and ���� 
 q?. Consider the 

words with a length p and let 1 be such a word. The average of occurrences for a given 

letter in the words of length p is 
r� , hence, for fixed � and �N the average length of the 

projection KL�LM�1�  is 
�r� . The average-case complexity of computing the set hKL�LM�1������� �N� * ��j is sd_r� f. D% 
 "�� � �  let ?�  be cardinality of the set h(��� ��)i(��� ��) * ��� & 
 "�� � �� & t %j , in other words, ?�  is the number of letters 

with which �� does not commute. Obviously W ?���u 
 q? and the average value for ?� 
is 
�_� . Hence, the average-case complexity of computing the set h\L���� * �j, is also sd_r� f, as, for each letter in 1 , we do 

�_�  increments on average. The worst-case 

complexity scenario is when 1 
 ��r  and ��  is non-commutative with all letters in � . 

Then, the complexity of both cases is s��p�. 
Next, suppose the projections KL�LM�I� and KL�LM�J� are given for the words I and J, and the length of the word I is p and it is shorter than or equal to the length of J. On 

average, the projections KL�LM�I� are of length 
�r� , hence the complexity of comparing all 

the projections KL�LM�I�  and KL�LM�J� has time complexity s�?pv�� . The worst-case 

scenario is when ? 
 ��� w "�vq, then the complexity is s��p�. 
On the other hand, the sum of dimensions of vectors \L�I� is �p x ��: denote p� 
i\Lk�I�i� D% 
 "��� , then W p���u 
 p x � . Thus, the computation complexity of the 

equality of all vectors \L�I� and all vectors \L�J� is s�p x ��. 
The summary of this analysis is presented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Characterization set's and equivalence problem's computation time complexity comparison for 

 hKL�LM �1������� �N� * ��j and h\L���� * �j characterizations 

 Computing Characterization Set Computing Equivalence 

Characterization Average-case 
Complexity 

Worst-case 
Complexity 

Average-case 
Complexity 

Worst-case 
Complexity 

yz�zM s{?p� | s��p� s{?p� | s��p� 
}z s{?p� | s��p� s�p x �� s�p x �� 

 

It is natural to consider the application of the obtained result to multitape finite 
automata - we are implicitly tied to it with the introduced alternative coding [5, 12]. In 

the case of mutitape automata, for each pair of symbols from one tape, these symbols are 

not commutative, while for each pair of symbols from different tapes, these symbols are 

commutative. The alternative characterization becomes more advantageous along with 
the growing number of letters in each tape. It can be argued that if the alphabet of a tape 

consists of more than 2 symbols, it can be encoded via 2 symbols (if all alphabets contain 

2 symbols or less, this is the worst case for the alternative characterization), but in this 

case the encoding will also result in additional complexity for the automaton. 

Definition (Multitape Finite Automata) [1]. A tuple P 
 �~� �� �� \� �^� ��, where�~ is a finite set of states; �� ~  �"�� �E� is a tape function; � is an input alphabet such 
that � 
 � � �� ��� �� , �� � ����� 
 �  and D�� �(� * ��� �N * ���% t &�� ��N 
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�N�); \� ~ � �  q� is the transition function: D� * ~�D� * ��\��� �� is defined if and 
only if �% * �"�� �E� such that � * ~� and � * ��; �^ * ~ is the initial state and � � ~ 
is the set of final states, is called an �-tape automaton. 

In the MFA definition the subset �� corresponds to the tape %��% 
 "�� � E�. 
Free partially commutative monoids generated by the alphabets and commutativity 

relations of multitape finite automata can be considered as special cases of trace monoids, 

where � is divided into disjoint subsets �� each corresponding to a specific tape. In this 

case �� 
 h��� �a�i� * ��� �N * ��� % t &j and �� 
 ���� �a���%��/ �/ �� �N * ���. It is easy 

to see that the cardinality of �� is equal to ���� 
 W (���� � ����� w "�)��u . This yields to 

the following corollary:  

Corollary. The case when all the tape alphabets consist of two letters ����� 
 q�D% 
 "�� �E�  is a boundary case: that is, if we add one or more letters to any 

number of subsets �� of the alphabet, it will be faster to solve the equality problem for 

words having length p [ 3��v�q? w �� with the characterization vectors introduced in 

Theorem 1. 

4. Relation between Regular Expressions and MMFA 

In this section we introduce regular expressions for multidimensional multitape automata 
and solve the synthesis and analysis problems. 

Recall some definitions from [12]. 

The set �� , where R  is a positive integer and �� 
 � �!� "�� � , is called an R -

dimensional tape. An element �#���� #�� * �� is called a cell of the with coordinates #�� � #�. 
The signature of MMA is defined as the set � 
 ����E��� � ��_�E_��, where ���E���" � % � ?� are natural numbers and for all " � �%� & � �?� �� 
 �� �. �% 
 &. D% 

it defines the number of tapes �E�� with the arity ��. 
Further, in the paper, we assume that 
 ��%�E�����" � % � 3�, where 3 � q� E� �!�E 
 E x�xE� [ !. 

Definition (Multidimensional Multitape Automaton) [14]. A tuple P 
7~� �� �� �^� �� �� �8, where ~ is the set of states;���~  �"�� � E� is a tape function; � 

is the input alphabet; �^ * ~ is the initial state; � � ~ is the set of final states; � �~ � �  ~ is the transition function; � � �~ � �  �"�� � 3� is the movement direction 

function, is called a 3-dimensional multitape automaton with signature �. 

We write P�1� 
 " if an automaton P accepts the word 1 * ��, and P�1� 
 !, if 

it does not. 

Two MMFAs P and P� with the same signature are called equivalent �P � P��, 
if and only if, D1 * �� P�1� �
 �P��1� and the coordinates of the heads on all tapes 

are equal. 
In [12], an algorithm for constructing a multitape finite automaton from a given 

multidimensional multitape automaton is brought. The main step of the algorithm is the 

transformation of the 3 -dimensional automaton P  with the signature �  to a �3 w "� -
dimensional automaton Pa with �E xE�� tapes and the signature �a, where: 
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�N 
 � � ��3�E��� �3 w "�E���� �"� E�� � �, � 
 ��3 w "�E�� xE��� �"�E xE�����if � [ q, � 
 ��"�E x qE���, if 3 
 q. 

The transformation from P to Pa for the transitions ���� �� �
 �" and ���� �� �[ �", 
are shown in Figure 3 in [12] (Figure 1 in this paper). 

 

Figure 1. [12] Transformation of a transition in �-dimensional multitape finite automaton to a transition in �� w "�-dimensional multitape finite automata. 

 

These transformations are used to keep the movements of heads of multidimensional 

tapes. For the definition of regular expressions for multidimensional multitape automata, 

we also need to express the movement of heads of multidimensional tapes.  

For that, we introduce a group of symbols: ` _ c, where ? * �. 

Now, we can extend the definition of regular expressions by adding the introduced 

macros to the alphabet letters. Let 	 
 7�����8 be a free partially commutative monoid, 

generated by the set of generators � 
 ��� ��� � � ��� and the set of relations � of type ���� 
 ���� . Suppose that � 
 � � �� �� , such that �� � ����� 
 �  and D�� �a�(� *��� �a * ���% t &�� ��a 
 �a�) . Each subset ��  corresponds to % -th tape. Consider the 

following extension of the free partially commutative semigroup 	: 

1. ��N 
`� _ b�� * ��� �? * �� ! Z ? � 3�� 1�'R'�3��%����'�#R%���� �% w ����#G'c 
2. �N 
 �N � �� ��N ,� 
3. �N 
 ¡�� _ �N _M 
 �N _M �� _ ¢� * ��� �N * ��� % t &� �! Z ? � 3�� ! Z ?N � 3�£  
4. 	N 
 7�N����N8 
The notation � _ , where � * ��, means, that after reading the symbol �, the head of 

the %-th tape moves one cell in ?-th direction. 

Next, we consider the problem of constructing multidimensional multitape finite 
automaton from a given regular expression and vice-versa. The two problems are referred 

by Glushkov as the synthesis and the analysis problems of automata, correspondingly 

[15].  

The problem of constructing MFA from the given regular expression is solved in 
[17]. We use a similar approach for MMFA. 
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When considering these problems for MMFAs, we always assume that the free 
partially commutative monoids on which regular expressions are defined, are generated 

from alphabets for multitape automata complemented with 
_  symbols. Otherwise, the 

alphabets will not be applicable for multidimensional multitape finite automata. 

Theorem 2. There is an algorithm, which constructs an ¤-MMFA P for a given 
regular expression � on a free partially commutative monoid, such that ¥�P� 
 ¥���. 

Proof. We use Thompson’s construction [18] with one key difference: any transition 

of type d�� � _ � ��f is transformed to a transition ��� �v?� ���. 
 

Theorem 3. There is an algorithm, which finds a regular expression R on a free 
partially commutative monoid for a given ε-MMFA P, such that ¥�P� 
 ¥���. 

Proof. One such algorithm is the technique of state elimination [19], with a single 

difference: all transitions ��� �v?� ���, first, need to be transformed to the transitions d�� � _ � ��f. 
5. System of Equations on Regular Expressions 

Next, we consider systems of equations on regular expressions for multidimensional 

multitape finite automata. 

Let ���  and ¦�  be given regular expressions �D%� & 
 "� � � ��  and ��  be unknown 

regular expressions �D% 
 "�� � ��. Consider the following system of equations: 

§� 
 �� x ���� x�x ���� x ¦�� 
 ��� x ����� x�x ����� x ¦���̈� 
 ��� x ����� x�x ����� x ¦�                                           (1) 

Systems of equations of regular expressions for one-tape finite automata and its 

solutions were considered in [20] by V. Bodnarchuk. Similarly, in [13] the solution of 

systems of equations of regular expressions for multitape finite automata was given. 

In both cases it is shown that the solution of the equation � 
 �� x ¦ is � 
 ¦����, 
and, that the minimal solution of the system of equations (1) can be found by a successive 
elimination of unknown variables. 

For the case of multidimensional multitape finite automata the same approach does 

not work in the general case, as regular expressions also express the coordinates of 

multidimensional tapes. We consider only regular expressions ���  obtained from 

deterministic multidimensional multitape finite automata �P�  using the method 

suggested in the proof of Theorem 3. Note, that P and � accept the same language with 

the same coordinates for each word of that language (¥��� 
 ¥�P�). For a given regular 

expression �  satisfying the aforementioned condition, the automaton P  can be 

constructed by making the opposite steps suggested in the proof of Theorem 3. 
In order to find the solution of the system of equations (1) for the case of 

multidimensional multitape finite automata, the transformation represented in Figure 1 

is used. Define a mapping of ��©�  ©, where ©� is the set of all multidimensional 

regular expressions obtained from deterministic multidimensional multitape finite 
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automata using the proof of Theorem 3 and © is the set of all regular expressions on a 

free partially commutative monoid (regular expressions for one-dimensional multitape 

finite automata): 

1. ��'� 
 ', 
2. � d�  f 
 �  d� � �� ��ª«¬f9�  x "  �  d� � �� ��ª«¬f> , where 3  is 

the dimension of the tape � belongs to, and � in the regular expression means 

any symbol from the alphabet �, 

3. � d� _ f 
 � _�ª«¬ d�  � � �� ��ª«¬f9�  x "  d�  � � �� ��ª«¬f> , where " Z ? � 3, 
4. ��RR�� 
 \�R�\�R��, 
5. ��R x R�� 
 ��R� x ��R��, 
6. ��R��= (��R�)�. 
We apply the transformation � on the regular expressions ��� and ¦ as many times, 

as it is necessary to transform them to one-dimensional regular expressions (���N � ¦N), i.e. 

for all symbols 
�  in regular expressions % 
 ". Obviously, these regular expressions are 

regular expressions for multitape finite automata, so we can omit 
  symbols in their final 

notation. After replacing all ��� and ¦ regular expressions with their corresponding ���N  

and ¦N regular expressions, we can solve the new system of equations by a successive 

elimination of unknown variables [13]. 

It is important to note, that the solution of the system of equations obtained in this 

way is a regular expression for multitape finite automata that may contain additional 
tapes compared to automata corresponding to coefficients of the considered system of 

equations. Moreover, the regular language corresponding to the solution might not be 

representable by a deterministic multidimensional multitape finite automata. 

6. Examples of Possible Applications 

Several directions of our further investigations based on the suggested analytics are 

outlined below with a hope to receive feedback on hidden difficulties when exploring 

these directions as well as to come to new proposals relating to other possible directions 

of application not listed currently. 

6.1. Application to Learning 

Learning involves effective compression of data via leveraging regularities. Based on the 

suggested apparatus the following approach can be used among others. 

As a practical matter, simpler computational devices like MFA or MMFA can be 
embedded into trainable systems like neural nets. Assume that each embedded device 

represents some analytics reflecting an approximate compression for a part of the 

expected data. Such a device can serve as a “sensor” for a neural net with a role to fix a 

given distance deviations from a permissible range. If the number of such violations 
exceeds the arranged beforehand limit, then the embedded device should be 

extended/tuned to immerse these violations into the current analytics. The data can come 
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from different sources (multiple tapes) and can be of different types (multiple 
dimensions). This process should be continued either till saturation, when no violations 

exceeding the distance or the limit are observed, or till an infinite set of non-immersive 

violations is observed.  

The first case means that no more devices should be embedded in the neural net for 
observing regularities. 

The latter case means that power-wise the MFA/MMFA model is not sufficient for 

further considerations and a new more powerful model should be suggested for observing 

these regularities. 
As an example, such devices can work in accordance with neural nets for forest 

smoke recognition [21, 22], and for smoke estimation of smoky vehicles [23]. 

6.2. Monitoring Behavior of Cellular and Self-Replicating Automata 

Again, MFA/MMFA as less powerful devices can be embedded, where necessary, in 
cellular and self-replicating automata for monitoring, early diagnosing and avoiding 

different non-desirable continuations of automata functioning. For some published cases 

of such automata behavior, the considered here models are sufficient for monitoring the 

behavior, for others there is a need to have reversible automata. Meantime, there are also 
cases where MMFA are not sufficient for monitoring the behavior and there is a need to 

use more powerful automata models. 

We plan very next to consider extensions of the technique suggested in [24] for 

reversible one tape MMFA for reducing the consideration of analytics for such automata 
to the case considered in the current publication. 

6.3. Monitoring of Moving Geometric Objects in Multidimensional Space 

A novel approach can be developed for efficient representation of approximations for 

moving in n-dimensional space of some geometric objects or their most distinguishable 
parts by means of the introduced regular expressions and their corresponding finite 

automata. A fundamental advantage of regular expressions over context free or other 

grammars is that practical questions regarding regular languages can be answered 

algorithmically in polynomial time while for other grammars that is not possible. The 
approach should be oriented to dealing only with those representation methods which are 

suitable for direct machine processing. 

6.4. Validation of AI Generated Language Models Basing on Regular Expressions 

Large language models [25, 26] (e.g., GPT-3, GPT-4), are broadly used for many natural 
language processing tasks. Meantime there are multiple concerns around negative effects 

of the models: data memorization, bias, inappropriate language, etc. A system/engine is 

suggested in [25] for validating these models via standard regular expressions despite the 

difficulties connected with their complexity and generation capacities. The suggested 
analytics will allow us to consider different sources for the generation as well as different 

directions of generation within the same source, i.e., to use a more powerful model for 

validation. 
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6.5. Regular Languages in Protein Structures Computing 

We believe that there is a chance to extend the use scope for regular languages in protein 

structures computing (see, e.g., [27, 28]) if to apply the suggested analytics instead of 

standard regular expressions. 
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